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Executive Summary

An In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) is a low-power system installed in automobiles that provides audio and video entertainment, and an automotive navigation system. The IVI depends on the graphics components, graphic software driver and device, to run the 3D-navigation system and to present video streams to user. The graphics components in the IVI use a 3D-graphics engine to display the video image by converting the original YUV video image to an RGB image, and then blending that RGB to produce a final image for output to the display. The original method uses a great deal of graphic 3D engine resources. This document offers a new approach for video image conversion and presentation using sprite to reduce graphic resource use and improve performance.

This solution presents a new way for video image conversion and presentation that will reduce graphic resource use and improve performance.

The Intel® Embedded Design Center provides qualified developers with web-based access to technical resources. Access Intel Confidential design materials, step-by step guidance, application reference solutions, training, Intel’s tool loaner program, and connect with an e-help desk and the embedded community. Design Fast. Design Smart. Get started today.
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Intel® EMGD for Intel® Atom™ processor E38XX Series uses the Intel Open Source Technology Center (OTC) VAAPPI media solution for hardware accelerated video decoding and video image presentation. The video image presentation method provided by the OTC’s VAAPPI media stack uses a traditional method that places heavy usage on 3D graphic engines.

A graphic chipset can be categorized into three major functions:

- A display engine that takes an image from memory and displays it to screen
- A 2D/3D graphic engine that performs 2D/3D operations and images conversion
- A video decode/encode engine that processes video data

In most graphic media chipsets today, video decode engines output video images in NV12 format. This is YUV 4:2:0, in which each pixel is approximately 1.5 bytes in length, and the U and V data are shared among 4 pixels. However, display outputs for IVI are generally RGB 24/32 format, in which each pixel is 4 bytes in length and has its own R, G, and B. The following is an example of conversion from YUV to RGB:

\[
R = 1.164(Y - 16) + 1.596(V - 128) \\
G = 1.164(Y - 16) - 0.813(V - 128) - 0.391(U - 128) \\
B = 1.164(Y - 16) + 2.018(U - 128)
\]
The original VA-API media solution converts this NV12 video image to an RGB format image and sends it to X server. The X server then blends the RGB video image to a final output image for display. The following graphic illustrates this simple process:

**Figure 1. 3D Process to Convert Video Image and Present to Display**

This traditional video presentation method poses a few problems:

1. The RGB image has a larger size compared to NV12; graphic components need more resources to access it.
2. The conversion method takes about three writes (each R, G, and B) and seven reads (Y, U, and V).
3. It needs a floating point number, for which the conversion generally uses matrix multiplication, thus using more 3D GPU cycles.
4. Two steps are required to produce the final output image: a conversion, and then a blend.

Most of these issues consume more resources on the graphic 3D engines.
To reduce the resource use on the graphic 3D engine, as described in the background section, Intel® EMGD provides a solution on top of Intel OTC’s VAAPI media stack and Linux* X11 using the sprite plane in the graphic display engine to present the video image, instead of using the 3D graphic engine and converting it to RGB format.

The sprite is an internal display plane in the graphic display engine that supports a YUY2 image format. YUY2 are YUV 4:2:2, for which each pixel is about 2 bytes in length, and the U and V data are shared between two pixels. The size is smaller than RGB 24/32 and the conversion from NV12 to YUY2 directly copies the Y, U, and V data, saving significant 3D engine resources.

The display engine displays the YUY2 image directly through the sprite. The display engine reads the YUY2 image through the sprite plane, the RGB image through the display plane, and blends them together, which pipes and outputs it to the screen.

This blending is done in the display engine and does not require any 3D engine resources.
Applying and Testing the Solution

This approach requires an X-Window system. To enable this solution, the user must patch the OTC’s video driver. The patches can be found in the Intel® EMGD package for Linux®. Currently, Intel® EMGD provides patches for OTC’s video driver version 1.2.0 and version 1.2.1 (the same patch works on both versions). The solution for the Intel® EMGD DDX driver for Linux® X11 is already included in the open source XOrg server package.

The following sections provide detailed instructions for patching the OTC’s video driver and the video playback tool GStreamer-VAAPI. Generally, these instructions work as described if the specified software versions are installed on the target system. In cases where the installed software versions are different from those described here, some manual patching may be required and the instructions can still be used as a rough guideline.

Prerequisites

- Development tools package
- Intel® EMGD Driver package for Linux®
- libXv development package (libXv-devel)
- Git
- GStreamer 1.0.7 or later
- GStreamer base, and a good plug-in
- Patch tool
Preparing the OTC’s Video Driver

1. Choose one of the download options.
   a. Download the package intel-driver-1.2.1 as release tar.gz.
      i. Download the following link.
         http://cgit.freedesktop.org/vaapi/intel-driver/snapshot/intel-driver-1.2.1.tar.gz
      ii. Untar the tar ball.
          # tar zxf <filename>.tar.gz
   b. Clone the driver.
      i. Git clone.
         # git clone git://anongit.freedesktop.org/vaapi/intel-driver
      ii. Checkout version 1.2.1.
         # git checkout 1.2.1

2. Go into intel-driver directory.
   # cd intel-driver

3. Locate the patch file Intel_VA_Driver_1_2_0_Add_VAXV_Feature_Patch.
   It is located in the patches\common\VA_Driver_i965\VAXV folder of
   IEMGD_HEAD_Linux.tgz in the driver's release package.

4. Patch the intel-driver project.
   # patch -p1 < Intel_VA_Driver_1_2_0_Add_VAXV_Feature_Patch

5. Autogen and configure the intel-driver.
   # ./autogen.sh
   The user will see the "xv" enabled as one of the windowing systems at the end, as shown in the following example:
   autoreconf: Entering directory `.
   autoreconf: configure.ac: not using Gettext
   ...
   ...
   Windowing systems ..................... : drm x11 xv wayland

6. Build and install the intel-driver.
   # make
   # make install
Preparing Gstreamer-VAAPI to Test the Solution

1. Clone Gstreamer-VAAPI.
   
   ```bash
   # git clone git://gitorious.org/vaapi/gstreamer-vaapi.git
   ```

2. Checkout the specific commit, this commit is used during testing and enabling.
   
   ```bash
   # git checkout 2e356b0f7efae33fb943ad11204020dcdbf1b04f
   ```

3. Go to the gstreamer-vaapi directory:
   
   ```bash
   # cd gstreamer-vaapi
   ```

4. Locate the patch file
   
   ```bash
   Gst_Plugins_VAAPI_pre_0_5_8_Adding_Rendermode_Patch.
   ```
   
   It is located in the patches\common\VA_Driver_i965\VAXV folder of IEMGD_HEAD_Linux.tgz in the driver’s release package.

5. Patch the Gstreamer-VAAPI project.
   
   ```bash
   # patch -p1 < Gst_Plugins_VAAPI_pre_0_5_8_Adding_Rendermode_Patch
   ```

6. Autogen and configure the intel-driver.
   
   ```bash
   # ./autogen.sh
   ```

7. Build and install intel-driver.
   
   ```bash
   # make
   # make install
   ```

Running the Test

To test on GStreamer-VAAPI, add an additional option after vaaapisink, render-mode=overlay.

Example:

```bash
# gst-launch-1.0 filesrc location=<video clip> ! <demuxer> ! vaapidecode ! vaaapisink render-mode=overlay
```
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Acronyms

DDX Device Dependent X

IVI In-Vehicle Infotainment

OTC Open Source Technology Center

RGB Color encoded using Red, Green, and Blue

VAAPI Video Acceleration API
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